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THE LOCUS OF THE RETENTION DIFFERENCES ASSOCIATED WITH DEGREE OF

HIERARCHICAL CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE

Benton J. Underwood, John J. Shaughnessy and Joel Zimmerman

Abstract

Constant-order paired-associate lists were used in which the numbers

1-24 were stimulus terms, and 24 nouns were response terms. The order

of the nouns was varied across five lists to produce a different.number

of hierarchical conceptual levels in the lists. There were two degrees

of original learning and three types of retention tests after 24 hr.

The study-test method was used. Learning rate was related directly to

the degree of conceptual structure, but retention was uninfluenced by

structure. A further experiment showed that the direct relation

between recall and structure found in an earlier study is to be attri-

buted to the anticipation method in which information at recall is in

an amount that is directly related to the conceptual structure.
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THE LOCUS 01.;-THE RETENTION DIFFERENCES ASSOCIATED- WITH DECREE OF

HIERARCHICAL CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURE'

Benton J. Underwod,2-John J. Shaughnessy nod Joel Zimmerman

'Northwestern Univers ity

In a previous study- (Underwood & Zimmerman, 1(17.3), !(-) words

were ordered serially so that .a three-:Level conceptual hierarchical

structure resulted. If S. in Learning the list, followed the rules

implied by this structure, placement o each word in its appropriate

position within the list was possible. -Other lists were constructed from

the Same words in a way suell,as to violate the appropriateness of

successive conceptual levels. Theourpose of this previous study was to

determine the role of conceptual structure 'on.the learning and retention

of the lists. Two findings emerged.- -First, learning rate was related

directly to. degree of conceptual structure up to a point, and Second,

recall after 24 hr. was related directly to 4egreeof structure. .This

latter finding conformed in general to the notion that associations

learned in the laboratory which'nre compatible with already esltahlished

.associations will show less rapid forgetting than will he the case for

assoc.iatiOns which 'are in conflict With established.babits. In the.

previous study, this latter case was represented at the extreme by the '

16 Words presented .in ranci6m order. It was presumed -that foi sUCb a

list the long-established conceptual habits would 'interfere with the

appropriate,ordering of the words- at recall: In fact, however, the overt-

errcir data gave ne ev:idenee that the poorer recall of the random list

than af the structured list was due to such interference. Thus, the

reasons for the differences in recall remained obscure.
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The intent of the present study was to identify more precisely

-the characteristics of the- memory for structured and unstructured lists.

By so doing it was believed that the characteristic or characteristic's

responsible for the differences in retention might be isolated. Two

different levels of learning were used as a means of varying; the degree

to which the conceptual structure had beCome a part of the memory for

the lists'. Since the utilization of a conceptual structure to mediate

item placement at the time of retention.may be critically time dependent,

three different types of retention tests were used,Thamely, paced and
.

'...

unpaced recall, and unpaced associative thatching.

Method

.Lists. Five different lists were constructed, all from the

following 24 words: robin, owl, bobolink, trout, guppy, sturgeon,

apple, lemon, fig, rose, lilac, marigold, beer; rum; sherry, milk-, soda,

cocoa, diamond, opal, sa0phire,-iron,-brasS, tungsten. These 24 words,

presented as in the order listed aboye, formed the most highly structured

list, to be called List 5. It will be noted that at the .lowest conceptual

level in List 5 there are'thiee'rfitances of each of eight concepts,,

birds,'fish, fruit, flowers, alcoholic beVerages, nonalcoholic beverages,
.

precious stones, and Metals. At the-next conceptual level there are

four-concepts, animals, plants, beverages, and minerals. At the third

level, living and 'nonliving things divide the list in half.

In List 5 the three instances within each concept were ordered

serially (asabove such that 'the first instances had high,frequency in

the Hattie - Mont:. gue (1069) norw, the second :medium frequency, and the



third, low frequencv. Given this ordering the S could, in-a manner of

speaking, run off the three instances within a concept accordifpg.to n

1

fiequ,!.:wyrule. In the previous. study (Underwood & Zimmerman,i1973):,

this variable,-with two instances of each concept, did not inf/uence

loarning. However, there were reasons to believe that the earlier lists

were not entirely' satisfactory for a test of the .frequency.rule and so

this variable was included again. .'in the. present experiment.

The nature of the other four lists may now be described. For

List 4 the'conceptual structure remained the same as in List 5, but the

order of the three instances within each of the eight concepts was ran-

domized to neutralize any influence of_a word-frequency rule. Li List

3 the order of the six animal names was arranged so that the concepts

birds and fishes were.-not appfopriate for three successive items, but

the concept animal was appropriate for a block of six words (robin,

-trout,. sturgeon, Owl, guppy,. bobolink). The same was true. for plants,.

beverages, and minerals. Therefore,'Oie four intact concepts in List 3-

could mediate, placement only within a block of six positions. For List'

2 only thelivin4nOnliving distinction was maintained so that the

implementationof)this distinction by the $ would restrict placement to

halves of the list. Finally, in List 1, the ordering was random so that

no cotnceptual mediation of piacementof groups Of words was possible.

The Lists were presented as constant-order paired-associate

lists with the numbers 1-24 in order. as stimuli and with the words as

response terms, in the previous experiment, this procedure gave results

. whic'h were essentially equivalent.to those found when the Wards were



presented as a true serial list.

Conditions. One variable, of course, was .defined by the five

lists as explained above. A second -variable was the degree of learning

priOr to ,i,he 24-hr, retention interval. Half of the Ss learned to a,

criterion of 12 correct responses on a single trial, half to a criterion.

of 20 correct responses on a :iingle trial. A third variable was the
7--

nature of the retention test. Half of 'the Ss were .given a paced-reIll

test, the rate being the same as used during learning. For these Ss,

recall was followed by relearning to one perfect recitation but with a

minimum of three relearning trials after the recall trial. Half ofthe

Ss were given unpaced retention -tests consisting of two steps.

a sheet was provided the S on whici, the numbers I through 24 were listed

with a blank after each.. The S was given unlimited time to write down

all of the appropriate response terms he could, guessing being. encouraged.

Following this-step, a list of the 24 -1:,-!sponse words was provided the S

on a second sheet and he was asked to match each word with a number, .,

using each only once. lie was required to fill each blank-with a word

-even if it involved guessing.

The five lists, twojOgrees of learning, and two.types.of reten-

tion tests resulted. in 20 different conditions. Four further conditions

were added to_provide controls for possible differential. performance ; -on

the post-criterial trials of learning: The study -test method w8S used

during learning, and although the use of this method is normally expected:

to Mi:qmi:!e differences on pOst-criterial trials as a function of rate

of learning, it was believed necessary to provide some mieimal informa-
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tion aboutthe matter. Consequently, four groups were given immediate

retention tests after achieving the criterion of 20 correct responses

on a single trial. Two of these groups learned List 1, and two learned.

List 5. For each list, one group was given paced recall and relearning,

one unpaced recall, followed by matching.

'hare were 24- groups of college-student Ss, one corresponding to

each of the 24 Unique conditions-, with 18 Ss in each group. Assignment

to a. particular group was Made from a schedule Containing 18 blocks of

conditions, with each condition occurring once within each block.

different random order was used for the conditions within each block.

Procedure. All lists .were presented for alternate study and test.

trials at a 1.5-sec. rate for both When the appropriate criterion was

achieved, the S either was dismissed from the laboratory (to return 24

hr. later) or was given-an immediate retention test. on the immediate

. paced tests the experimenter stopped the memory drum,. told the S that he

would now have another test trial, with further study and test trials to

follow, and that he should try to get as many correct as possible. For

the unpaced tests (both immediate:and- delayed) the recall sheet was

given the S and he was asked to follow the printed instructions on the

sheet as .the experimenter r ad these instructions aloud. He was given

a second. sheet (described earlier) for the matching test. Aft Ss having

24-hr tests were reminded that they had learned a list of words the

previews day and that a test of their memories For this list was the

purpose of the present session.

Finally, all Ss having the 24-hr retention tests were given an open-
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ended questionnaire concerning rehearsal activities they might have

engaged in over the 24 hr. They were asked to describe any experiences

they had with the words during the 24-hr period, whether they had rehearsed

or thought about the words, and so on. Honesty and accuracy were empha-

sized since (the S was told) such replies were valuable in helping to

'understand the nature of memory.

Results

Original learning. Folf au examination of learning as a function of

list structure, the Ss who would subsequently receive: different retention

tests were combined to provide 36 Ss having had.each of the five listS

at each criterion-of learning. The data are plotted in Fig.. 1 in terms

of the mean number of trials required to reach the two criteria. For

convenience, the five lists are equally spaced along the baseline, indi-

cating increasing structure from List). to List,5. It Can be seen that

as list structure increased, trials: to learn decreased. This is true. for

both criteria, and summed across the two,. the effect is significant

statistically, F (4,350)=8.08, k<Z.01. Although the influence of list

structure appeared. to besomewhat greater for the higher criterion of

learning than forrthe. lower criterion, the interaction was not reliable;''

F. (4,350)=2.14, E>.05 In the previouS study (Underwood & Zimmerman,

1973), learning rate increased from List 1 through List 3 with no further

increase for Lists 4 and 5. -.A is not known whether this difference is

due to methods of learning (anticipation versus study-test) or to list

differences. There was some evidence in the earlier study that some of

the jnstaaces'defining the lowest-level concepts were not always under-

stood by the



It will be remembered that List 5 differed froM List 4 only in terms

of the ol:dering.of the three words within each of the eight concepts.

For List 5'the words were ordered from high to low in terms of the fre-

quency with which the instances were produced to the concept name in

the Battig and Mont:vue (lc:69) normative study. Tn List 4, the three

words were randomized. As seen in Fig: 1, List 5 was learned More

rapidly than was List 4,, and this was true for both criteria. An analysis

of variance with Lists 4 and .5 as one variable, and the two criteria as

the other, showed the difference between the lists to he reliable,

F

Ihe effect of word frequency for all lists was also examined.

Three scores were obtained for each S, these representing the number of

times the eight high- frequency instances were given correctly, the number

of times the eight medium-frequency instances were given correctly, and

the number of times the eight low - frequency instances were given correctl

Across all lists combined for the lower criterion of learning the three.

means were 13.99,.11.02, and 9.84, for the high-, medium-, and low-

frequency instances% respectively (F=87.59). These differences' essentially

disappeared at the higher criterion of.learning for Lists 4 and 5, but

were still quite evident for the other .three lists. It appears,- there.-

fore, that one of the characteristics of initial learning of these lists

. by the study -test method was that either because of ease of learning of

Words with high frequencies, or beCause of priority effects, or both,

the S acquired the high- frequency instances initially regardless of the
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conceptual Structure of the list.

Still another. finding could be interpreted as a word-frequency

effect. Some observations of the experimenters suggested that the learn-

ing of the concepts differed for men.and women. The learning of.Lists

4 and 5 were evaluated to see if these observations, had validity. The

J.44 Ss (both criteria of learning) consisted of 77 men.nnd 67 women.

The number of correct responses within .each of the eight concepts was

determined forench group. These are plotted in Fig. 2 for two reasons.

First, 'they show the Nature of the serial-position curve which obtains

even for the highly structured lists. Second, they indicate differential

learning of certain .concepts by men and women. Overall, the learning of

the. two groups did not, differ (F(1), but the interaction between con-

cepts and sex was reliableF(7,994)=3.13, p_<.01. Three conceptls ro-

duced-Sdbstantial differences in-learning between men and women, namely,

flowers, alcoholic beverages, and precious stones. It may-be-that

cultural experiences have resulted in women having a greater familiarity

.for words representing flowers and precious stones than is true air men,
.

and that thj Opposite is true for alcoholic beverages. 1r.'any event,

these results are similar to' those reported-by Bousfield and Cohen (1956)

whenrtLey used free-recall learning of groupS.of conceptually related.

Figure 2.suggests that the words which represented the ,First

occurrence of a-nonliving concept /alcoholic beverages) caused a distinct

break in the position-performance curve. However, this is primarily a

;unction ,f the particular words nvolved.. For Lists 2 and 3, where- the
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living-nonliving break also came between positions 12 and 13, there was

no evidence of discontinuity between the two positions.

Overt errors. The first overt error analysis to be presented

dealt. only with the number of errors across lists. The 360 Ss from

which the acquisition data were derived (as plotted in Fig. 1) were used.

The error measure was the proportIon of times an error was produced per

opportunity (number of overt erros/number of omissions plus overt

errors). For the 10 groups this ratio varied between .10 and .19.

The values were greater statistically for the high-criterion groups than

for the low-criterion groups, F(1,350)=8.33, 24.01, the means being

,16 and .12. The errors increased with list structure (.11, .11, .15,

.15, .16), F(4,350)-4.08,21(.01. The F for the interaction was less than

one. Undoubtedly, some correct responses resulted from guesses within

concepts, particularly for the more structured lists, but in view of the

relatively low proportion of overt errors to cases' of not responding,

it does not seem likely that mere guessing is heavily involved in the

correct-response data.

For Lists 4 and 5, overt errors can be identified as .having one of

four levels of appropriateness in terms of the conceptual structure for

these lists. These will be described and illustrated. An error may

occur within the appropriate block of three instances representing the

same concept. Saying "guppy", to one of the two stimuli to which it was

an incorrect response in the block of three fiShes was such an error,

and will be called here an error at Level 1. Si_; words were involved in

the animal block; if "guppy" was given to one of the three stimulus terms
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appropriate for birds, it was defined as .a Level-2. error. Twelve words

were included in the living block; if "guppy".was given to ally of the.

six stimuli paired with plants, it was called a Level-3 error. Finally,

if 'guppy" was given as a response to any of the 12 stimuli paired-with

nonti,dng objects, it was called a Level-4 error. All errors were

classified into one of these mutually exclusive categories for Lists 4

and S. Conceptual level and position within Lists .4 and 5 are perfectly

confounded. Position is also tied to stimulus number. Therefore, any

Inolysis of the appropriateness of overt errors to the'conceptual struc-

ture must consider the number of such errors. which were produced by

position per se. To haiidle'this. problem, the over errors made in

learning all five lists were categorized in exactly the same way as was

_done for Lists 4 and 5. For example, if, for List 1 (no structure),ja

misplaced.response.ocCurred among .the first three pairs, it was clussi-

tied as a Level-1 error, just as was done for List 5- Or, if an error

made to the stimulus-term 9 was an appropriate response for the stimulus-
.

term 3, it was classed as a Level-3 error. To summarize; for all lists

the errors were classified as falling within one of-eight blocks of

DIree,positions (Level 1), one of four. blocks of six positions (Level 2),

one of two blocks of 12 positions (Level 3), and, all others (Level 4)..

The errors made by each S were allocated to the appropriate level

-and the percentage of errors. in each level was determined. The means of

these vnlkies wore used to construct Fig. 3. The sums of-the percentages

for a given list do not always equal_100_since a ;few Ss produced no Overt
.



errors, and the means shown in Fig. 3 were always based on N=18. It

should be noted that list structure is along the abscissa, with the

error levels (1, 2, 3, 4) as the plotting parameter. The left panel

represents the data for the Ss who learned to a criterion of 12 correct,

the right panel for those who learned to a criterion of 20 correct.

Several .features may be noted. For. Lists 4 and 5,. the greatest percen-

tage of errors by far was that for errors falling into Level 1. Over

half the errors made by the Ss learning these lists represented errors

that- were appropriate to the narrowest conceptual categories. The Level-

1 values for List 1, values which should represent in relatively pure

form the effects of position as such, are at 25% for the lower criterion,

40% for the higher criterion.' In List 3 the narrowest conceptual cate-

.gpry consisted of six. words. If conceptual structure were used by the

1:
S in the placement of items in this list,-he couicLredUcehis possibili-

ties to one of six positions.. As may be seeninFig. 3, the maximum

number of Level-2 errors occurred in learning List 3, these errors

reflecting placement within a block of six words. For List l,.the random

list, the maximum frequency of errors for the lower. criterion was in

Level 4, which means giving a response in one half of the list which

actually belonged in the other half. There is'only slight evidence that

the living- nonliving distinction influenced the errors, this being

shown in the fact that fewer errors at Level. 4 were made by the Ss

-learning List 2 than by those learning List 1. As would be expected,

1



the major difference in the errors for the two criteria- of learning was

that there was an increase in Level-1 errors 'from .the lower to the higher

criterion, with the increase being the greatest- for the lists with low

structure. In summary, Fig.. I showed that learning was related directly

to the number of appropriate conceptual level's involved in the list; the

error data of. Fig. 3 indicate that these conceptual levels aided learn-

ing because they i.mitcd the number of possible numerical stimuli or

positions for :whicl) n particular word was appropriate.

There is the possibility that with zero conceptual structure:(List

1), thepresence of. conceptually related words actually interfered with

learning. If such interference was present, it was not manifest in the

error data. The errors made in learning List 1 were divided into two

categories, those which were given to a stimulus for which another

instance of the same concept was appropriate, and those which were not .

appropriate in the above sense. The concepts used were-the eight with

the three. instances each. To illustrate: saying "guppy" to the stimulus

appropriate for trout would be viewed as evidence for interference;

1glving "guppy" to the -stImulus for milk, would not. Errors which would

constiLute evidence for.interference constituted 7.6% 'of.the total errors.

Chance responding would be expected to yield 8.7% of such errors. This

indicates that interference resulting from the conceptual relationships

among the words was minimal in the unstructured list.

Retention. The retention data will be preSented first for the Ss.

who learned to n criterion of-12 correct on a single trial. The results

for all three retention tests are shown in Fig. 4: To replicate the
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earlier study (Underwood & Zimmerman, 1973), performance should have

increased as-list structure increased. It is obvious from Fig. 4 that

list structure had little effect on retention. The means for-the paced

24-hr. recall show little variance (F.:1). Even for-the unpaced 24-hr.

r
test, where List 5 seems AO. relative to the other. four lists, the F is

only 1.37. The fact that matching exceeded unpaced recall indicates

that the Ss were unable.to recall some response words:bin: could pair

them appropriately when given-the matching test. No immediate test was.

given to Ss .learning to the lower criterion so it is difficult to esti-

mate the amount of forgetting which took place over the-24 hr. However,

the.number correct on the Last trial of original learning does give

some basis for a rough estimate. An immediate test would probably have .

shown some loss due to the fall normally found after reachinga criterion.

As will be shown later, it would not be unreasonable to expect this losS

to be at least one to two items. If so,' the amount of forgetting was

between 30% and 40% for the five lists. The critical fact, however, is

that:list structure is unrelated to the amount lost over 24 hr.

,-Turning next to the rA4mtion 'acores'for those Ss who learned to a

criterion of 20 correct responses, the conclusions are much the same as

for the lower criterion. The essential data areshown in Fig. 5. For
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these comparioons the immediate retention tests are available for Lists

1 and 5, but it may be useful to note here-that the mean number correct

on the last test trial of original learning varied between ?1 or 22.

,correct responses. Although there seems to be more variance among the

means for paced-24-hr recall than was true at the lower criterion, the

Statistical conclusion is the same, tha.F for the paced recall test

being only 1.74. EVen if Lists 1 and 5 are tested for naced recall

along with the immediate paced recall for those lists, the .interaction

falls short of acceptable levels of significance, F.(1, 68) = 3.34, P .05.

Using the immediate paced recall as a base, forgetting under paced

recall is estimated at 25%. across the` lists as a whole. It is- obvious

also that forgetting occurred over 24 hr. for thoSe Ss given the unpaced

test..

The. number of misplaced responses at recall was examined for all

paced-recall groups. These numbers did not differ as a function of the.-

-criterion of learning, but for both levels of learning the number of

misplaced responses at recall increased as list structure incr'ased,

F 170) = 5.81, E .01. This same relationship_was found .during

learning and sp it not a phenomenon peculiar to. recall. . For unpaced

recall, however,- list 'structure did not influence the number of incorrectly-

paired response's given.

As noted earlier, during learning of the constant-order paired-

associate lists, very clear serial- position effects were present. These

position curves were in evidence for all of- the types of retention tests. .

Furthermore, there was a strong relationship between the number of times

an item was given correctly in original learning and .the number of times

giVen correctly at. recall, which is to indicate that the position effects .
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remained essentially constant from learning to recall. For example, for

the lower criterion, the correlations between number of times correct in

original learning and number of times correct at recall varied between

.77 and .91 for the five lists. Degree of original learning was obviously

a powerful determiner of the items which were recalled;

Relearning. Differences relearning"as a function of list

structure appeared'on,the first test trial. after recall, and in terms of

trials to reach a 'criterion of one perfect recitation, were reliable;,

F (4,170)=4.14, £17.01, with, of. course, rate of relearning being directly

related to structure. Thus, list !,tructure, which did not. influence

recall, quickly reinstated during relearning the influence it had had

during original learning.

. Rehearsal and recall. The Ss were given an open -ended questionnaire

concerning their rehearsal activities over the 24 hr. The replies to

these questionnaires were rated on a 9-point scale for the amount of re-
_

hearsal implied. in the protocols. These ratings were carried out

independently by three different people. Interrater reliabilities were

determined for 18 subblocks of 20 Ss each. Of the 54 'correlations possi-

ble, 11 were between .71 - :80, 29 between .81 -..90, and 14 were .91 or

-greater;

There were 20 groups of Ss of 18 each haVing 24-hr. recall. All

correlations between rated rehearsal activity and retention were posi-_,

tive, varying'between .14 and .81. There was no:relationship between

rated rehearsal 3::.tivity and list structure, and the magnitude of the

correlations between rehearsal and retention-did not vary systematically



as a function of list structure.

The positive relationship between reported rehearsal-and retention

allows several alternative interpretations. For example, rehearsal may

Hlave increased retention; or, as another interpretation, Ss with good

retention may have rehearsed. The concern of the present study was

whether or not rehearsal differed as a function of list structure.

Since it didn't, it seems unlikely that the failure to find an influence

of list structure on retention could be due to differential rehearsal.

Also, if the present evidence on rehearsal-can be generalized to the

earlier study (Underwood & Zimmerman, 1973), it seems unlikely that the

positive relationship between list structure andretention:As reported.

for that study was due to differential rehearsal.

.Preliminary.Discussion

in the previoUs study, paced recall and list structure were directly

related and the. forgetting over 24 hr. for the list with the highes1

structure. was only 5'! :. In the present study, list structure-was unrelated

to either paced or unpaced recall, and the forgetting for the highest

criterion of learning used was estimated at'25%. The discrepancy be-

tween these two studies Si the topic of this preliminary discuSsion.

The contradiction in the retention results for the two studies

pointed immediately to a method difference as the likely source'for the

contradiction. .In. the previous 'study the anticipation method was used.
. -

During .the recall trial, therefure, the.S would be informed of the partic--

ular concept whose instances were appropriate. at the moment for the

structured lists. If, for example, he remembered there were 'six animal
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names in succession, the appearance of the first instance would inform

him that the next several positions also contained animal names. With

the. study -test method, the S would not be given. this information. If

he did not give the first instance of a concept at the appropriate point

(to the c-orrect stimulus), his following responses would be incorrect

unless he remembered ct particuTnr response term associated with a

stimulus term withi9 the series of concept instances. There were, in

fact, some cases di-d give three to six correct response words

in the correct order but which were scored as wrong because the initial

response in the series was .not.paired with the .appropriate stimulus.

This did not occur frequently (and the data shoW that scoring these as

correct did not change the-basic conclusion), but the uncertainty felt

by the S may have prevented him from responding overly. List structure

clearly influenced learning and relearning,'but some portion of-the

learning which allowed the S to align response terms and stimulus terms

correctly during learning must have been forgotten over the 24 hr. It

is possible that the numerical. stimulus terms,were not always used as the

effective stimulus terms and that the lists were treated more as serial

lists than. paired-associate lists, although what this means theoretically

is not known. It'appears that if S had learned, for example (for Lists.

4 and 5), that number I was paired with the first bird instance, number

.4 with. the first of three fish instances, and so on, that this part of

the memory was lost over 24 hr. -Otherwise, there is no reason why.pro-

viding this information at. recall. (as is done in part under the antici-

pation method)-should result in better performance.
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It seemed necessary to make a test of the notion that the discre-

pancy in the recall results for t;ie two experiments was due to a dif-

ference in methods. In the auxiliary experiment, to be reported now,

Lists 1 and 5..were presented for anticipation learning, with recall taken

after 24 hr. The expectation WNS that recall of these two lists would

differ, with List 5 giving better recall than List I.

Auxiliary Experiment

Method. Lists 1 and 5 were presented at.a 1.5:1.5-sec. rate for

anticipation learning. The criterion of original learning was 12 correct

responses on a single trial. Paced recall occurred after 24-hr. with

relearning carried to one perfect trial, but a minimum of three trials

beyond the recall trial. Each list was.learned by a separate group of

18 Ss assigned to one of the two lists by a block-randomized schedule.

Results. In presentihg the results, comparisons will be made with

the two groups of Ss from the major experiment having the study-test

method and paced recaii, and who had learned Lists 1 and 5 to a criterione
of 12-correct-responses before Lite retention interval. There were 18

Ss in each of these two groups. Since the auxiliary experiment was con-

.

ducted after the major experiment, it is not known if the groups (study-

test vs. anticipation) represent the same or equivalent populations.

Therefore, differences. in the levels of performance will not be readily

interpretable, although intera(tions between the methods and lists should

twaningful.
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The mean numbers of trials to learn to a criterion of 12 correct,

and the mean numbers of trials to relearn to one perfect trial, are shown

for four groups in Fig:- 6, Por original Learning, list structure

:-...ppears to have a greater influence for anticipation learning than it

does for the study-test method. List structure is significant (F=25.33),

as is the interaction, F(1,68)=4.19, Il< .05. The interaction between

list structure and: meth-.:1 does not occur during relearning, indicating

that the methods influence on learning is confined to-the early stages.

It will be remembered that for the study-test. method the frequency

of concept instances was directly related to learning. This, was quite

-wident at the lower criterion of learning. For List 5, under the anti-

cipation method of the auxiliary -experiment, the rel,erc.:.-: was found.

More specifically, two findings held across all eight concepts of three

instances each. First, the initial word.of the three- (the high-frequency

instance) was never given correctly more times than the.second instance

(the medium-frequency instance). Second, the third word in each of the

eight concept triads (the low-frequency instance) was always given

correctly more times than the first instance of the succeeding concept.

For List 1 under anticipation learning, the effect of word frequency was

in evidence just as was true for all of the lists learned by the study

test method, The above facts would indicate that item learning under.the

two methods would be more reliable .for List 1 than'for List 5. The

product-moment correlations for item learning were .83 for List 1, and

.58 for List 5. The positive relationship for List 5 reflects the
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commonality in learning by the two methods produced by serial position

of the words, differences whi7h were apparent under both methods.

Mean overt errors per opportunity were greater in learning under

t-hp anticipation method (.22) than under the study-test method (.13),

and the difference was reliable, F(1,68)=9.24, 2.(.01. This may represent

. a greater tendency to iiess under the anticipation method than under the

study-test method. However, of the overt errors made under the two

methods, the percentage of these errors within the appropriate concept

position (LeVel-1 errors as described earlier) was about the same for

List 5, being 537, 'for anticipation and 54% for the study-test method.

The mean numbers of correct responses at recall are shown in Fig.

7, along with the mean number correct on Cie last learning trial. Under

the anticipation -method, recall was directly related to list structure,

.F(1, 34)=4.97, E(.05. The _interaction between lists and methods for

recall was also reliable, F(1, 68)=4.44; pq(.05. .Recall for tist75

under the anticipation method was higher than performance on the last

learning trial, 24 hr. earlier: To some extent, these comparisons .are

all in error, a matter which needs discussion.

Consider first the recall of List 1 under the two methods. A con-

clusion from an inspection of_Fig, 7 might be that recall is superior

following anticipation learning to that following learning by the study-

test method. However, two factors must be considered. First, the criterion

fall which may occur under the study-test method, and second, the learning
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w".ch occurred on the last -trial under the anticipation method. This

Last issue can be handled directly. A multiple-entry probability analysis

(Underwood, 1964) was carried out to project performance to the hypo-

thetical next trial under the anticipation method. The mean expected

value was 14.89. Since recall was 11.67 items, forgetting over 24 hr.

was 3.22 items, or 22%. To incorporate the criterion fall into the

calculations for List 1 for the study-test method requires a rough

estimation of values. _In the main.experiment, groups were given a recall

test immediately after reaching a criterion of 20 correct responses. On

this immediate test under paced recall, performance fell from a mean

correct .22.00 correct on the last test trial to 18.50 correct on an

immediately following test trial. This represents a loss of 3.50 items

which is referred to here as the criterion fall. None of the groups had

an immediate test following Learning to a criterion of 12 correct

responses. Assume, however, that the group having the study-test method

and learning toa criterion-of 12 correct responses actually forgot 22%,

the same as forgotten by the group having the anticipation method. This

would require a criterion fall of 2.75 items, In light of the criterion

fall'of 3.50 items shown by the group learning to 20 correct responses,

a fall of 2.75 items for those learning to 12 correct would not seem to

be -seriously in error. Given this assumption, the conclusion is that

for List 1, the amount of forgetting shown under the two methods is

roughly the same.

Turning next to List 5, it must first be noted that it was not
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possible to project "next trial" performance for the Ss learning under

the anticipation method because several of them learned in one or two

trials. As an estimate, however, the percentage projection obtained for

List I was used. This gives a mean expected next-trial value of 17.03

items, Since recall was 15.69 items on the average, the loss over 24

hr. was about 7V_ Deriving an expected loss for List 5 following study-

test learning (using the value of 2.75 for the criterion fall) gives a.

ioss of 3.75 items from 12.92, or 29' forgetting. These values must be

considered approximations, but rhey lead to the conclusion that the loss

was about the same under the two methods for the unstructured lists,.

but that the anticipation method led to better recall than did the study-

test method for the highly structured list. Both the estimate of loss

for List 1 for the anticipation method (221) and the loss for List 5

under the same method (77,) ,correspond. to the findings of the earlier

published experiment using this method (UnderWOod & Zimmerman, 1973).

The sources of the differences in the, retention for List 5 following

the learning by the two methodS'needs more 'ire-tailed .examination_.. The

data which seem to aid in reaching decisions about the sources ofdif-

ferences are shown in Table 1. The data sheets were examined for the

-last trial of original learning and for the recall trial. A tabulation

. was made of the number of correct responses which resulted from producing

all three instances of a concept, the number which resulted from producing

only two instances of a. concept correctly, and the number which resulted
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from giving only.ony correct response from among the three possible for

each concept. When two correct responses were given, they were broken

down by position within the three possible positions (1 & 2, 1 & 3,
.

2 & 3). When a single correct responsewas given, the number falling in

each of the .three positions was noted. All of this information- is given

in Table 1 for the last original learning trial, and for the recall

trial, under hoth methods--: For example, on the last learning trial

under the. anticipation method, there were 39 cases in which all three

instances were given correctly, resulting in 117 correct responses, this

latter value being shown. in Table 1. For this same condition there were

13 cases in which a single correct response Was given for a concept and

which consisted of the second of the three instances in the series of

three.

Several facts are to be noted in Table I. First, under the antici-

pation method 'there was an actual increase over 24 hours in the number

of cases in which all three instances were correctly given.(117 to 162).

In view of the learning which may have taken place on the last anticipa-

tion trial of learning, this increase must be viewed cautiously. Never-.

theless, it is in marked contrast to the results found with the study-

teStmethod, where there was a loss of 108.(210 -102), complete triads.

The second fact to note is the difference between the two methods in

both learning and recall when less than three instances were given correctly.

Under the Anticipation method, the most probable- positions for correct

responses when two were given are positions 2 and 3, and position 3 when

n single correct response was produced. Comparable relationships do not

exist for the studY:test method, where there was more or less constanCy
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'among the positions. The third fact is that if the number of cases in-

which the first instance (by position) of -a concept was given correctly

was calculated (regardless of the outcome for the two following instances)

for recall, the sums were found to be'198 cases for anticipation, and 146

for study-test. This seems to indicate that, (1) associative learning

between_the first instance of the concept and its position or stimulus

number was greater or better during anticipation learning than during

study-test learning, or (2), showing the S the-response terms during

recall allowed him to "deduce_ the subsequent occurrence of a first

instance of-a different concept. Both factors may be involved, although

the latter seems more reasonable. Finally, the data in Table 1 are clear

in demOnstratingthat failure of S to recall the first instance of a

concept provides very little penalty under the anticipation procedure,

since he can proceed to give other instances of the concept for the two

following positions.

The evidence seems to point to the fact that learning under the

study-test method is relatively fragile or weak with regard to positions

or stimulus numbers which mark the first instance of a new concept.

The same is probably true for the anticipation. learning. However, do

the recall trial the S having learned by the study-test method receives

no feedback information and he has Few means to apply corrective proce-

dures based on any knowledge he had about the conceptual structure. In

effect, he was reduced to responding on an item by item basis, much as is

the case for an unstructured list
't

On the other hand:, the S having

anticipation learning could apply corrective procedures based on his
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Imowledge about the conceptual structure of the liSt.

General Discussion

The higher the conceptual organization of the lists the more rapid

o; tale learning. It is presumed that this relationship was produced

beCanse the greater the number of the conceptual levels the more precise

was the placement of en item if the rules indicated by the conceptual

relationships were followed. Nevertheless; this should not he taken to

mean that the hicr4rchltal .structure Ln its totality entered into the

learning of the most completely structured lists. The S could learn

the sequence of eight concepts of three instances each without reference

to the higher-order concepts present in the list (animals, plants,

beverages, minerals). S6 also, List 3 could be learned by reference

only to the four successive concepts of six instances each and without

the living-nonliving diStinctien per se enteting into the learning. The

error.data_were clear in showing that at least one level. of conceptual

responding was involved in the learning of Lists 3, 4, and 5, but these

error data do not speak to the question of whether two or more conceptual

levels were involved in learning Lists 4 and 5. To determine if two or

more levels were involved would require. the use of list in which the

blocks of three instances were ordered randomly with respect to the more

inclusive concepts. A list of this type was not included in the present'

study.

In the previous study (Underwood & Zimmerman, 1973), learning was

facilitated up thrpugh the structure corresponding to List 3 in the

present study. No further enhancement occurred for Lists 4 and 5.

This is believed duo to the fact that the present lists were made up of
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more obvious concepts and more obvious concept instances than were the

previous lists.... Unlike the present findings, frequency .of:the concept

instance With a concept did not influence learning in the previous experi-

ment-: In view of the findings of the auxiliary experiment, it seems now .

,that this contradiction is another by-product of the differences in the

learning by the two methods.

The major purpose of the present study was to attempt to,identify

the component(s) in memory which had led to the increase in recall over

2L4 hr., as list structure increased. in an inelegant way, this study was

quite.succeisfill. in achieving its purpose. The use of the study -test

method of learning.was followed by a complete lack of any differences in

the recall tests, whether paced or- unpaved. Only relearning, reflecting

.thesame relationship as was found in original learning, was relatedto

list. structure, With the study -test method the original learning was

apparently .based on very weak associations between stimulus number or

position and words marking the conceptdal changes which occurred through-

out the list. The-loss of these associations over 24 hr. essentially

made the conceptual nature of the lists useless as a recall vehicle.

The items which were recalled were apparently based upon factors specific

to them.

-Considering pow the broader context of these. studies, the question

may be raised about the systematic importance of the earlier study

(Underwopd & Zimmerman, 1973), and the auxiliary experiment of the pre -

sent. report, in both of which the'anticipation method was used. Recall

and is structure were directly related in these studies. However,
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the'error data from this previous.stUdy gave no support to the idea that

forgetting of unstructured lists was prod used by interference among the

conceptual associations among the words. I the preSent study there was

no evidence.that conceptual 'associations played any interfering rola in

learnini, the unstructured lists. It does not seem now, therefore, that-

these types of lists have any special or pointed use for the study of

interference as a source of forgetting.

The fact that the structure-recall relationship was found only with

the anticipatiun method further reduces the value which one might place

on the relationship as ,a basic and'important fact of forgetting which

needs theoretical. appraisal. Under the:anticipation method, if the S

remembered something about. the nature of the conceptual relationships

involved (and they were almost inescapable), the information supplied on

the recall trial by thi. anticipation method essentially served as a

relearning trial. Corresponding information would not be given in the

study-test method until the study trial, after the recall trial. If

recall following both methods of learning the structured lists was taken.,.

by the unpaced technique as used in the present experiment it is doubtful

if differences for the two methods would have occurred. Or, if on the

unpaced test every fourth word (the first instance of each new concept)

was supplied, recall would improvL markedly and equally following both

methods of learning, and the improvement would be greater than for

unstructured lists, These observations, if correct, indicate that the

systematic problems in the study of forgetting will. not be greatly

illuminated by the use of conceptually structured lists designed to
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restrict,potential.placement positions in what is essentially serial

learning. The more systematic issues appear to lie in studying the

learning of structured lists, whether oi a serial .nature, free-recall,

or some other type of task into which the conceptual structure may be

inserted.
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Table 1

Comparison of Study-Test and Anti.cipation Methods with Regard to Concept

Concept Instance Learning and Recall for List'5

(See text for complete explanation)

Anticipation
Last OL Recall-

I

Study -Test

Last OL Recall

.Threo 117 162 210 102.

Two

1 & 2 22 14 18 18

1 & 3 28 20 18 10

2 & 3 62 68 18 8

One I

1 6 2- '11 16

2 13 13 2 1

3 21 12 5 9
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LIST STRUCTURE

Fig. 1. Mean number of trials to reach two different criteria of
learning (12 correct on a single trial, and 20 correct),
for lists varying in conceptual structure from low (List 1)
to high (List 5).
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Fig. 3. Locus of overt errors as a function of list structure and degree

of learning. The numbers (1, 2, 3, 4) represent an increase in
the discrepancy between the locus of an error and its correct
position as defined by the conceptual structure of Lists 4 and 5.
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LIST STRUCTURE

5

Fig. 4 Number of correct responses on the various retention tests
after 24 hr. following original learning to 12 correct respOnses.
Number correct on the last learning trial is also shown.
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and number recalled after 24 hr. for the study-test
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